With the development of rail transit network, the transfer between different subway lines has become an inevitable travel activity for many travelers. Considering the importance of passenger's transfer experience, this study selects the metro transfer time perception from the passenger's point of view as the research object. Based on the perceived and actual transfer data of Beijing subway passengers, the paired-samples T test is used to verify the differences in passengers' perception of transfer. Then this study constructs the ordinal logistic regression model to analyze the influencing factors of transfer time perception, and explores ways to reduce it through scenario analysis. The results show that transfer passengers generally overestimate their transfer time and transfer distance. Additionally, the actual transfer waiting time is a key influencing factor because its reduction will significantly cause the decline in transfer time perception, especially when it is reduced to "3 minutes to 5 minutes".
Introduction
In recent years, with the development of rail transit, metro transfer time affecting passenger's transfer evaluation has become a key focus of many scholars while perceived transfer time may better reflect the passenger's real transfer experience compared with the actual transfer time. Current research on travel time perception is mainly focused on the travel time of the entire trip or other travel stage rather than the transfer stage, such as the waiting stage. Yu [1] and Delclòs-Alió et al. [2] argued the perceived differences in total travel time from the perspective of personal characteristics and travel characteristics, while Zhu [3] added external traffic environmental factors based on it. As to waiting time perception, Watkins et al. [4] and Fan et al. [5] studied the impact of mobile real-time information, the presence of infrastructure, and gender differences on it in unsafe environments. Additionally, some scholars further considered the interaction between perceived travel times of different travel phases [6, 7] . Therefore, based on the lack of existing research on the metro transfer time perception, this study will conduct a comprehensive analysis of its influencing factors and further explore ways to reduce it. This article is organized as follows. The survey data are analyzed in Section 2, followed by modeling of metro perceived transfer time in Section3. Next, Section 4 includes scenario analysis of various ways on reducing passengers' metro transfer time perception. The conclusions are given in Section 5.
Data Survey
This study combines the methods of questionnaire survey with field survey to obtain the perceived and actual data of metro transfer. Based on previous studies, this study designs questionnaire from three categories of variables including personal attributes, travel characteristics and factors related to metro transfer. After conducting the questionnaire survey to the transfer passengers of Beijing subway from November 29 to December 5, 2017, 490 questionnaires are returned and 467 are valid. Among the respondents, respondents aged 18 to 39 occupy 91.67% and 85.05% of respondents with monthly income below RMB 10,000, which is basically consistent with the characteristics of Beijing subway passengers. Based on the perceived and actual data of the transfer, the paired-sample T test is used to verify the passengers' perceived differences in transfer phase. The results show that the transfer passengers showed an overestimation of the perception of the walking time, walking distance and waiting time of the transfer. Additionally, compared to the waiting period (0.35 units), passengers overestimate the experience of the walking stage more severely (0.56 and 0.86 units). 
Modeling Study
Considering the data format of metro transfer perception time of this study is discrete and orderly, the study will use the ordinal logistic regression model to analyze its influencing factors [8, 9] . If the dependent variable includes k categories, and the model corresponds to k-1 formulas while the values of the independent variable parameters of these k-1 formulas are invariant except for the intercept parameters [10] . As to the explanation of parameter of independent variable, the Odds Ratio (OR) of each unit change of i x is ( ) i exp β when other independent variables remain unchanged. The basic form of the model is as follows:
( )
Where Ω denotes Odds meaning the ratio of the probability of occurrence and non-occurrence of an event, j g presents the cumulative probability of the first j categories of the dependent variable, j presents the category of the dependent variable, j α presents intercept parameter of the jth formula, β ′ presents parameter vector of independent variables, X presents the vector of independent variables and ε denotes errors item.
Metro Perceived Transfer Time Modelling
Taking the three categories of influencing factors as independent variables, the metro perceived transfer time as dependent variable, an ordinal logistic regression model is constructed. Among them, there are four categories of the dependent variable, which is less than 5 minutes, 5 minutes to 10 minutes (exclusive), 10 minutes to 15 minutes (exclusive), and 15 minutes or more. After using the maximum likelihood estimation method to estimate the model, the estimation results are shown in CT are 0-1 variables, indicating whether the passenger's travel time is "less than one hour", "one hour to two hours (exclusive)". ZT presents perceived transfer walking time, including "less than 3 minutes", "3 minutes to 5 minutes(exclusive)", "5 minutes to 10 minutes(exclusive)", "10 minutes or more". LF are 0-1 variables, indicating whether the number of stairs during the walking process is "less than 1", "2 to 3 (inclusive)". YJ presents the crowdedness of the walking process, including "uncongested", "congested (acceptable)", "very congested". From the table 2, the OR of gender is 0.58, which indicates that the perceived transfer time of male is generally lower than of women. Moreover, the travel time is "less than one hour" with an OR of 0.31, showing the transfer time perception of these passengers is generally lower than of passengers whose travel time is "two hours or more". In addition, the passenger's transfer time perception is also influenced by the actual and perceived situation of the walking stage and the perception of the waiting stage. As to cross terms, the joint contribution of the number of stairs and crowdedness of the walking process shows that the two form the walking environment of transfer passengers and then affect passengers' transfer experience. Additionally, perceived transfer walking time and waiting time both acts individually and jointly on the transfer time perception, indicating that passengers do not consider the feeling of a single transfer stage but the entire transfer process when they recall their transfer experiences.
Metro Perceived Transfer Waiting Time Modelling
In order to achieve an in-depth analysis of the transfer time perception, the following will further conduct an ordinal logistic regression model based on its important influencing factor -perceived transfer waiting time including three categories, which is less than 3 minutes, 3 minutes to 5 minutes (exclusive), and 5 minutes or more. The independent variables of this model are set as above. From below table3, it can be seen that the passengers' perceived transfer waiting time is only affected by factors related to metro transfer that includes two influencing factors of the walking stage. This is indicating that the experiences and feelings of passengers during their walking journey will affect their waiting period. Additionally, the crowdedness of platforms is "uncongested" with an OR of 0.32, showing that compared to the situation of "very congested", the perceived transfer waiting time of passengers is generally lower when they are in an open and relaxed waiting environment. Finally, the cross terms of perceived transfer walking time and actual waiting time also play a significant role, indicating the passengers' feeling are related to both the actual situation of the current stage and the perception of the previous transfer stage. 
Model Evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance of the model, the global classification accuracy (GCA)
representing the ratio of correctly classified instances, and the kappa coefficient are introduced. Additionally, several evaluation indicators are used to analyze the model's predictive power for different categories such as precision, recall and F-measure. Firstly, the GCA of metro perceived transfer time is 62.10% and of perceived transfer waiting time is 59.53% that both of them are over 50%. Moreover, the kappa coefficient of metro perceived transfer time is 0.39 and of perceived transfer waiting time is 0.27 that both of values fall within the interval of 0.21 to 0.40, showing the overall prediction ability is acceptable. From below table 4 and table 5 , as to metro perceived transfer time, the category of "5 minutes to 10 minutes (exclusive)" has the greatest predicted performance because it owns the highest value of recall and F-measure. For the metro perceived transfer waiting time, the category of "3 minutes to 5 minutes (exclusive)" has the greatest predicted performance because of its highest value of recall, F-measure, and great value of precision. Moreover, the average value of F-measure of perceived transfer time is 52.18% and of perceived transfer waiting time is 54.16%, meaning the latter has a more balanced predicting ability for different categories than the metro perceived transfer time model. 
Scenario Analysis
Based on the ordinal logistic regression model of metro perceived transfer time and of transfer waiting time, passengers' perceived transfer waiting time and transfer time will be predicted under different scenarios to explore the effect of changing the crowdedness of platform and the actual transfer waiting time on passengers' transfer time perception.
Crowdedness of Platform
Taking the samples with "very congested" as the study sample, passengers' perceived transfer waiting time and transfer time under the three scenarios are predicted, which scenario 1 is no change, scenario 2 changes to "congested (acceptable)", and scenario 3 changes to "uncongested". When the crowdedness of platform is changed from "very congested" to "congested (acceptable)" and then changed to "uncongested", the probability of perceived transfer waiting time of " 5 minutes or more" and "3 minutes to 5 minutes (exclusive)" decreases successively. Additionally, when it changes from "very congested" to "congested (acceptable)", the transfer time perception does not change, while it further becomes "uncongested", the transfer time perception of a few of passengers have decreased. This indicates that changing the crowdedness of platform can reduce the passenger's transfer waiting time perception to some extent, but it is difficult to change the transfer time perception. 
Actual Transfer Waiting Time
Taking the sample of "5 minutes or more" as the study sample, there is no change in scenario 1 and the actual waiting time is changed to "3 minutes to 5 minutes (exclusive)" in scenario 2, and is changed to "less than 3 minutes" in scenario 3. As can be seen from table 8 and table 9 that when the actual transfer waiting time changes from "5 minutes or more" to "3 minutes to 5 minutes (exclusive)", and then to "less than 3 minutes," passenger's perceived transfer waiting time and transfer time continues to decrease, but the degree of reduction is also in decline. In the first change, 84% passengers' perceived transfer time decrease, and 36% passengers' perceived transfer waiting time reduce. However, in the second change, the reducing ratio of the perceived transfer time and the perceived transfer waiting time drop to 48% and 4%. Therefore, it's cost-effective for both the operator and passengers when the actual transfer waiting time drops to "3 minutes to 5 minutes (exclusive)". 
Conclusion
This study verifies the passengers' perceived difference in their transfer phase by paired-sample T test, which is reflected in the overestimation of perception of transfer time and transfer distance. Moreover, the results of model evaluation reveal that the model of perceived transfer time and of transfer waiting time proposed in this study can effectively predict the passenger's transfer time perception and transfer waiting time perception. Finally, the study provides some strategic guidance for reducing passengers' perceived transfer time through scenario analysis. The results of the scenario analysis show that reducing the actual waiting time is obviously more effective than changing the crowdedness of platform, because passengers' transfer time perception drops significantly as the actual transfer waiting time decreases, especially when the actual transfer waiting time is reduced to "3 minutes to 5 minutes".
